Abstract. Reprogrammable hardware like Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) is becoming increasingly powerful and affordable. Modern FPGA chips can be reprogrammed at runtime and with low latency which makes them attractive to be used as a dynamic resource in systems. For instance, on mobile devices FPGAs can help to accelerate the performance of critical tasks and at the same time increase the energyefficiency of the device. The integration of FPGA resources into commodity software, however, is a highly involved task. On the one hand, there is an impedance mismatch between the hardware description languages in which FPGAs are programmed and the high-level languages in which many mobile applications are nowadays developed. On the other hand, the FPGA is a limited and shared resource and as such requires explicit resource management. In this paper, we present the Juggle middleware which leverages the ideas of modularity and service-orientation to facilitate a seamless exchange of hardware and software implementations at runtime. Juggle is built around the well-established OSGi standard for software modules in Java and extends it with support for services implemented in reprogrammable hardware, thereby leveraging the same level of management for both worlds. We show that hardware-accelerated services implemented with Juggle can help to increase the performance of applications and reduce power consumption on mobile devices without requiring any changes to existing program code.
Introduction
The increasing degree of dynamism in modern systems design and the resulting need for more flexible software becomes particularly apparent in mobile devices. Traditionally, mobile devices implement much of their performance-critical
The work was done while the author was at ETH Zurich, Switzerland. Part of this work was funded by the Swiss National Science Foundation SNF ProDoc program and by the Microsoft ICES initiative. functionality in ASICs, application-specific integrated circuits with a fixed implementation. Once manufactured and implemented in a mobile device the ASIC cannot be changed, e.g., for extending the functionality of the device or for applying critical updates. FPGAs (field-programmable gate array), in contrast, are known for their reconfiguration support and their ability to change the implementation of their functionality. With the technological advances in FPGAs, partially reconfigurable chips have been developed which can alter parts of their fabric at runtime.
An example of a mobile device that already makes use of reprogrammable hardware for on-demand acceleration is the Sony Playstation Portable and its Virtual Mobile Engine [15] . The main challenge, however, is the integration of FPGAs into applications. Whereas FPGAs are programmed in low-level hardware description languages like VHDL [6] or Verilog [7] , the application software on mobile devices is often developed in high-productivity languages like Java, JavaScript, or Objective C. Bridging the gap between these two worlds is far away from being trivial, especially designing the communication interfaces between applications and FPGAs and effectively managing both the reprogrammable hardware and the software side of applications. Furthermore, in practice the design of the device mandates specific patterns of interaction.
Mobile phones, for instance, are naturally constrained in the way humans can interact with them due to their form factor. For a systems design, however, this means that most of the time a mobile phone is used for exactly one interactive (foreground) task whereas the remaining tasks are running in the background and have a lower priority. For example, when the user receives a phone call, the web browser functionality of the device becomes secondary. Ideally, a system could exploit this interaction pattern by using the reconfigurable hardware for always accelerating the interactive task. In the example of the phone call, this would be the audio encoding and decoding. Since the hardware is reconfigurable, the system can keep the invariant of accelerating the most critical interactive task even when the user switches from one application to another.
Implementing such systems requires the developer to overcome the impedance mismatch between hardware and software and an active handling of the inherent dynamism of the problem, which typically results in ad-hoc solutions. The contribution of this paper is the approach of creating an equivalence between software and hardware functionality by treating both as modules-running on and being managed by a common middleware platform. In order to do so, several concrete challenges need be solved:
-handling and managing both software and hardware modules where the latter are the different binary images (bitstreams) used to reconfigure the FPGA hardware. -the ability to substitute one implementation of a functionality with another, e.g., a software module with an accelerating hardware module and back. -making decisions when to do substitutions, given that the hardware resource is constrained so that typically not all tasks can run in hardware at the same time.
We provide a solution to these challenges with our implementation, Juggle, which takes advantage of the widely-used OSGi [12] standard for dealing with the life-cycle of software modules and extends it with support for functionality implemented in reconfigurable hardware. In contrast to approaches like, e.g., Liquid Metal [2] , Juggle does not attempt to apply a unified design strategy for hardware and software in the small but instead focuses on the composition and interaction in the large. Juggle then takes care of the co-existence of software and hardware implementations and provides a unified model of communication through loosely-coupled services. Based on application-dependent policies, the system can thus dynamically switch between hardware and software implementation to accelerate most critical tasks without interrupting the system. As we show in the paper, the latency for switching is low enough to allow for dynamic replacement while the achieved acceleration for the evaluated use case of an encryption service reaches a factor of 20. The amount of energy consumed can be reduced by more than 97% compared to the same encryption done in Java and 59% when comparing to an implementation in C.
Background
Reprogrammable hardware like Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) is increasingly becoming powerful and affordable which makes them attractive to be used as a dynamic resource in systems. The following sections provide background information about FPGAs and their reconfiguration and discusses OSGi for managing software modules in Java.
Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)
Traditional integrated circuits are the result of a manufacturing process; once they are manufactured they cannot be altered any more. FPGAs, in contrast, are integrated circuits with the ability to be reconfigured after manufacturing either by the designer itself or the customer. This advantage especially comes into effect when the implemented functionality undergoes changes-one-time changes as in product line customization or continuous changes as through periodic upgrades.
Internally, an FPGA is structured into three main parts: a set of configuration logic blocks (CLB), a programmable interconnection network between the blocks, and a set of input and output cells around the device. The actual implementation of a configuration logic block (or basic block) can vary and depends on the concrete FPGA chip used.
Juggle has been prototyped on a Virtex-II Pro chip, which consists of groups of four slices, each containing two actual basic blocks. A basic block consists of a lookup table (LUT) with 4 inputs and an output, a set of multiplexers, arithmetic logic and a storage element. The LUT is a group of memory cells which contain all the possible results of a given function for a given set of input values. It can therefore implement arbitrary mappings between input and output ports. Altering the content of a LUT through a configuration consequently changes the behavior of the basic block.
The FPGA chip is a 2-dimensional array with the CLB as the smallest element. The precise layout of the FPGA structure such as the arrangement of the logic blocks and the interconnection paradigm of the logic blocks is vendordependent. Figure 1 shows a schematic picture of the Virtex-II Pro FPGA. The interconnect fabric is generally a network of vertical and horizontal wires arranged in a mesh topology. At the intersection points are programmable multiplexers facilitating the routing inside the FPGA fabric. Around the periphery of the FPGA chip are the I/O components used for communication with off-chip components. Those I/O components are programmable just like the CLBs and can use as input, output, or bidirectional gates.
The programming of an FPGA typically starts with a design of the required functionality in a hardware description language like VHDL or Verilog. This design can be considered as an abstract description without taking a particular technology into account. It operates on the register transfer level (RTL), a behavioral description in terms of signal flows between hardware registers. The mapping to a concrete technology is the task of an electronic design automation (EDA) tool, which synthesizes a netlist from the HDL code. This netlist now describes concrete gates and could be implemented in actual hardware. However, netlists only describe instances of gates, ports, and the wiring in between but not a concrete topology. It is the task of a place-and-route tool to create an instance of the template-like netlist which resembles a concrete layout of a digital circuit. In the case of an FPGA, it represents a configuration of the FPGA fabric that implements the designed functionality.
Reconfiguration
The data to configure an FPGA is called a bitstream. Bitstreams can be downloaded to the device via several configuration ports, e.g., a JTAG interface or a USB cable. This has the effect that the LUTs and the routing fabric of the FPGA is changed and hence the behavior is altered. Full reconfiguration-the process of rewriting the complete design of the FPGA chip-requires a reconfigurationtime linear to the size of the bitstream to write. In addition, the entire chip is inoperable during the reconfiguration and running processes are interrupted.
Many chips therefore support the rewriting of only a part of the fabric. Specific regions on the chip are marked as reconfigurable and can at runtime be reconfigures through a partial bitstream while the remainder of the fabric can continue to operate. In order to support partial reconfiguration in a design, the FPGA fabric is partitioned in into a static region holding the functionality critical for the running of the system-e.g., the bus systems-and one or more regions that are partially reconfigurable (PRRs).
Functional tasks (reconfigurable modules or PRMs) can be mapped into individual PRRs (space multiplexing). If the tasks are mutually independent, they can also be mapped into the same PRMs (time multiplexing) to reduce the required FPGA real estate but at the same time introducing reconfiguration latency into the system. However, partial reconfiguration does not automatically mean that the board continues operation during reconfiguration. Depending on the hardware it can be the case that the reconfiguration requires the board to be in an inactive state. The ability of a chip to be reconfigured during runtime without interruption of the system is called dynamic partial reconfiguration.
One example of such a chip is the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro which was used to prototype Juggle. A complete discussion of the prototype system follows in Section 5. Partial reconfiguration requires the designer of a system to explicitly mark areas of the chip as reconfigurable. The place-and-route software has to take care that no signal lines are crossing these areas so that dynamic reconfiguration becomes possible. Otherwise the static part of the chip could encounter malfunctions during reconfiguration or even be short-circuit.
OSGi
In the domain of software modules, OSGi is a widely used middleware system for running and managing dynamic modules in Java. Historically, OSGi has its origins in embedded systems and mobile devices. Due to its flexibility and agility, it has recently been widely adopted in the latest generation of Java enterprise application servers. OSGi describes a runtime system that sits atop the Java virtual machine and provides primitives for controlling the life-cycle of software modules. At runtime, new modules can be installed and modules no longer needed can be completely removed from the system. Furthermore, OSGi supports consistent updates of modules. The unit of modularity in OSGi is the Bundle. From a technical perspective, a bundle is nothing but an ordinary JAR file-a compressed filesystem with a manifest as commonly used in Java-but enriched with additional meta-data. Most importantly, bundles have to declare their dependencies explicitly. The default case in OSGi is that bundles do not share any code but run in complete isolation. Sharing is possible when corresponding Java packages contained in a bundle are declared to get exported and consequently are imported by another bundle. This indeed creates a tight coupling between bundles since the importing bundle cannot be resolved without an exporter already installed.
Orthogonal to the module layer, OSGi provides applications with a service layer to facilitate a loose coupling among components. Every bundle can register any Java object with the runtime system under one or more service interfaces. The OSGi runtime maintains a central service registry through which bundles can search for services. Consuming bundles are typically only tightly coupled to the service interface but no longer to the service implementation with all its transitive dependencies. When a service is acquired by a bundle, it gets the actual Java service object so that no further overhead other than the initial interaction with the runtime can be observed.
An important difference between traditional application design and the OSGi world is the handling of dynamism. Whereas usually software is assumed to be a static and unchangeable unit, in OSGi a module should never make assumptions about the permanent availability of any other module or service. An operator could at any time unload a module or stop it, which causes the removal of all registered services. Hence, OSGi bundles typically register listeners to get informed about changes in the topology and react accordingly. As a further consequence, OSGi bundles are usually written with a high degree of locality so that exchanging one service implementation with another can often be done seamlessly.
Management and Substitution of Modules
Introducing an FPGA into a mobile or embedded system enables applications to implement parts of their performance-critical functionality in hardware. These hardware modules are physically handled as bitstream files. Reprogramming the device requires the writing of a bitstream to a reconfiguration device embedded into the system. The first step in making FPGAs easier to use in applications is to provide management of the bitstreams of the same quality as for software modules. In a system like OSGi, this gives both the application itself and an external operator the possibility to explicitly control the composition of an application and the life-cycle of the individual components. However, this alone does not solve the integration problem. Whereas software modules can be seamlessly used in the programming languages (e.g., in OSGi through package imports), FPGAs constitute hardware components and have much more low-level communication interfaces like memory-mapped I/O ports, registers, or interrupts. In order to preserve the full flexibility of modularity, the interfaces between a software and the corresponding hardware module have the be uniform. In prac-tice, this means that the representation of the FPGA requires the co-design of a device driver in software which embeds it into the host programming language.
Hardware-Accelerated Services
A hardware module in the first place consists of a partial bitstream designed to configure the core functionality of the service into a partial configuration region of the FPGA. The bitstream is embedded into the OSGi bundle as a file. Once this bitstream is applied to the FPGA, the hardware is ready to be used but still not accessible from Java. The virtual machine approach prevents Java code from accessing the underlying physical machine. Hence, the device driver is typically coded in C and makes use of the Java Native Interface (JNI) to bridge between Java and the hardware. From the point of view of the Java OSGi application, the device driver is represented through a Java class in which all critical methods map to JNI native code methods.
When loaded, the JNI code initializes by mapping the hardware addresses into the virtual memory of the JVM process as well as registering handlers for interrupts or initializing DMA. For each service method, there is a piece of code turning the service call into one or more interactions with the FPGA. Usually, this involves a mangling of the arguments and selective stores and loads of portions of the arguments into memory, waiting for a result to become available and then preparing the return value for caller. Even though writing the driver is still a challenge that requires a skilled programmer, most of this can be done in a more declarative way that takes full advantage of having a clear specification of the hardware interface on the one hand and the high-level service interface on the other. For instance, the driver code could be generated from the domain-specific language (like, e.g., in Devil [9] ).
The pair of driver and bitstream is the foundation for the hardware service and dual to the Java software service implementation of the same service. When the hardware service implements the same interface it can replace the latter on demand. There might, however, be cases in which a certain consumer of a service should get accelerated by a hardware implementation while others should continue to run against a software implementation. Such a pattern of interaction is far away from being trivial to implement in OSGi since in general the application chooses the service and not the service the application.
In order to still support for such use cases we introduce Co-Modules, which are modules providing both a software and hardware implementation of the service at the same time. Such modules can register a common proxy service as an indirection in between the service exposed to applications and the back-end implementation. As a result, co-modules can seamlessly switch between either of the two implementations (if the hardware resource is available) and provide seamless dynamic acceleration. If the service is implemented as an OSGi ServiceFactory, it can even selectively accelerate the service only for certain consumers and serve requests from other bundles through the software implementation. Figure 2 shows a structural overview of both a hardware module (a module containing only a hardware implementation of a service) and a co-module. 
The FPGA Bundle Extender
The basic unit of modularity in OSGi is the bundle. Even though there are very few requirements for a bundle to participate in an OSGi application, in practice there is a small piece of code in the bundle which interacts with the runtime and registers or consumes services. This code is specific to OSGi whereas most of the remaining bundle code is standard Java. For some applications, however, this OSGi-specific code is a liability. For instance, considering a web application server based on OSGi, every web application is preferably a bundle and registers its servlets as services. In traditional Java EE, however, web applications are packaged in WAR files, which are JAR files with a set of specific XML configuration files. The requirement to write the boilerplate code so that the servlets are discovered from the web.xml file and registered as services so that the server engine becomes aware of their existence is a burden for the adaption of the OSGi model for web applications. The solution to the problem is the extender pattern.
In the extender pattern, there is a singleton entity-called extender-in the system that listens for newly installed bundles. Whenever a new bundle is installed, it scans the content of the bundle for the existence of a specific configuration file. If such file is present, the extender interprets this file and extends the bundle by, for instance, registering services on behalf of the bundle. Thereby, in principle plain WAR files can be used within an OSGi deployment; the extender takes care of integrating the content of the file into the application server.
For Juggle, a similar approach is taken. An FPGA extender listens for new bundles containing a configuration file for hardware-accelerated services and then registers the service on behalf of the bundle. Listing 3 shows an example of a configuration file. Each bundle can contain arbitrarily many hardware-accelerated services. As for traditional OSGi services, properties can be attached to the service on which clients can filter their requests. Instead of selecting either the Java or the FPGA-based service, the FPGA extender generates a service proxy from the service interface. The purpose of the proxy is to provide the system with an interception point located between the caller and the service. This enables the system to seamlessly switch between a software service and a hardware service as well as tracing service invocations to derive performance information.
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Juggling Software and Hardware-Accelerated Services
Not only is the FPGA a singleton entity in the system, the resources of the FPGA in terms of logic gates are also limited and permit-depending on the complexity of the service-just one or a small number of hardware-accelerated services to co-exist at any given time. It is hence inevitable to make resource scheduling decisions and set priorities. For this purpose, Juggle continuously traces service invocations and assembles statistical data to make decisions which services can run in software and which can profit from hardware acceleration.
Deciding which service of a single application to swap into hardware is a policy decision and can thus be best made by the application itself. On an OSGi runtime and particularly on mobile devices, however, it is not unusual to run multiple applications simultaneously. Deciding in favor of a specific application hence requires coordination. However, global knowledge about the setup is against the principle of modularity; a module should only reason locally and not require knowledge about other modules installed on the same system beyond declared or loosely-coupled dependencies.
Juggle deliberately avoids implementing policies and instead expects the platform to implement a controller defining the criteria to be used for reconfiguration. For instance, such a policy could be that the application currently running in the foreground and having the focus of the user is prioritized over the background applications. Which service to prioritize could therefore be determined by the window manager, which is by definition an entity with full knowledge of all modules currently using its services. What the system has to provide is access to the basic collected performance data of each service, such as invocation frequency, average duration of the invocations, etc. and a simple imperative command interface to turn a software into a hardware-accelerated service and vice versa. This command interface consists of a single primitive: the juggle operation. As arguments, the juggle operation takes the service id of a service to turn into a hardware-accelerated service as well as the ids of previously hardwareaccelerated service to turn back into software services.
Reprogramming the FPGA
When the controller has issued a juggle operation, the system first does a sanity check, e.g., if the freed slots are adjacent and if the reclaimed FPGA space is sufficient to accommodate the new service. If the check passes, the hardware can be reprogrammed. The Xilinx FPGAs are able to perform a glitchless dynamic reconfiguration. This means, if a resource on the chip-despite being in the reconfigured ares-is not affected by the reconfiguration it can be accessed without interruption. There can, however, be problems in the design phase of hardware service implementations. If the place-and-route tool does not have to meet any communication constraints between two hardware services the signal will much likely cross the boundaries of the partial reconfiguration area where the best timing can be achieved. The routing can be different for every hardware service implementation.
The solution is the usage of bus macros [3] which can be seen as fixed data paths for signals going between PRRs. Bus macros serve the purpose of a socket where the corresponding hardware service can be plugged into the system. Hence, they provide the means of locking the routing between hardware services and the static part, making the modules pin compatible with the base design. In addition to locking the routing path, bus macros also serve as switches to enable and disable the transmission of signals. The signal propagation has to be disabled during reconfiguration, and enabled after, to avoid bus congestion or even a corruption of the bus during the reconfiguration process.
In the Juggle design, the bus macros for PRRs are encapsulated into their own IP core (a reusable unit in the hardware design process), the socket bridge. In our prototype system, the socket bridge is controlled over the Device Control Register (DCR) bus. This bus bypasses the standard memory bus and bus controller for low latency and implements a daisy-chain architecture propagating the signals to all attached cores. The communication between the runtime system and this IP core happens through a kernel-driver in the operating system. In our prototype system, we use Linux and have developed a driver which registers a character device to accept control words for opening or closing the socket bridge. When reading from the character device, the current status of the bridge can be retrieved. Since character devices in Linux are represented through ordinary file descriptors, the Java VM can access them as random access files.
The actual reconfiguration happens through the internal configuration access port (ICAP ) interface. The ICAP device is supported under Linux by a driver in the patched Xilinx kernel and can therefore also be accessed from Java. The system has to open the socket bridge for the RPP, retrieve the partial bitstream from the bundle, write it to the /dev/icap character device, and close the socket bridge again. Subsequently, the JNI driver for the hardware service is loaded. If the service is hardware only, the driver is now registered as an OSGi service under the designated service interfaces. For co-modules, there is already an existing service proxy which needs to be altered to redirect calls to the JNI driver and hence to the hardware service. In order to perform juggling from the software to the hardware service in a consistent manner, all pending service method calls that are still accessing the software implementation will run to completion in software whereas all newly method calls use the hardware. This is consistent with the behavior of dynamic code modifications in the JVM like the RedefineClasses function in the Java Virtual Machine Tool Interface (JVMTI) which is frequently used in runtime debugging tools or for runtime aspect-oriented programming (AOP) support.
Juggle Prototype System
Our prototype system uses the Xilinx XUPV2P development board [19] containing a Virtex-II Pro FPGA with a total number of 30,816 programmable logic cells. In addition, the FPGA chip contains two embedded PowerPC 450 cores running up to 300 MHz. The cores can have an instruction and data cache with up to 16 KB each and a MMU. Xilinx provides a patched Linux kernel tree that runs on the PowerPC cores.
The system boots off a flash device containing the system ACE file which initially configures the PPC cores as well as programming the static parts of the FPGA required to connect the PPC cores to the peripheral hardware. The PowerPC405 program counter is set to the starting address of the Linux kernel also contained in the ACE file. During and after the boot process the kernel can use the flash card as a secondary storage device for its root file system. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the base system design used for the prototype system. A single PowerPC core is attached to a Processor Local Bus (PLB) which is part of the IBM CoreConnect Bus Architecture specification [4] and in this system serves as a communication backbone. An Ethernet connector, a serial port, and the compact flash connector for the card holding the system ACE file are attached to this bus through their controller logic cores. In addition, there is a bridge which connects to a second bus, the On-Chip Peripheral Bus (OPB). Even though this bus type is deprecated in recent versions of the Xilinx tools, the Virtex-II Pro internal configuration access port (ICAP) is only capable of communicating through the OPB. Later versions of Virtex chips feature ICAP devices that can be directly attached to the PLB. Our prototype contains only a single PRR, for the proof of concept, which is attached to the OPB through a socket bridge. This has the consequence that only a single hardware-accelerated service can run at any time.
The figure shows the logical structure of the base system. Physically, the PR region of the system has been placed at the right edge of the chip. The reason is that the entire memory bank is connected to the left side of the chip so that choosing the right side for the PRR keeps the the number of static routes crossing the module boundaries low. As a consequence, the RP region can cover The prototype runs the PowerPC core at 300 MHz and features 256 MB of external DDR SDRAM. As an operating system, it uses the patched Xilinx Linux kernel based on version 2.6.35 and a Java virtual machine (three different VMs have been successfully tested). After the system has booted, about 190 MB remain available for user-space programs such as the JVM and Juggle. Due to the constrained resources, Juggle relies on an updated version of the highly optimized Concierge [13] OSGi technology implementation. The OSGi framework is enhanced with support for hardware-accelerated OSGi bundles through an FPGA extender. The prototype system does not feature an autonomic controller for juggling software and hardware implementations of services. Instead, it registers an extension service for the Concierge shell so that the juggling can be triggered on demand by the user of the system.
Evaluation
The use case for evaluating Juggle is an application that requires encryption. This can, e.g., be the encryption of data on the internal storage of the device or a secure protocol which encrypts the data before transmission. Normally the encryption functionality would either be implemented in software or, if performance critical, in hardware as an ASIC. Security, however, is one of the areas that require a constant update of the technology used due to bugs in implementations and exploits through weaknesses in the algorithms. For instance, if the mobile device was shipped with an ASIC accelerating the encryption of data with the Data Encryption Standard [10] (DES), the de-facto standard until 2004, it would be obsolete by now since with todays possibilities the DES encryption cannot be considered secure. If, however, the encryption is implemented as a hardware-accelerated service, the device becomes much more flexible and futureproof. First, the encryption algorithm can be exchanged at any time, e.g., with a Triple-DES encryption [11] , even at runtime. Second, encryption can selectively run hardware-accelerated, e.g., when the performance of the interactive process is limited by the encryption of data. An example would be a user decrypting an larger email message. When the user switches the foreground task, e.g., to the music player, the audio decoding becomes the hardware-accelerated service and any encryption happening in the background runs through the software implementation of Triple-DES.
DES and Triple-DES as Hardware-Accelerated Services
A DES and a Triple-DES encryption service have been implemented as hardwareaccelerated OSGi services for Juggle. Both services are implemented in softwareusing either the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) provider shipped with the VM or the BouncyCastle [16] Java library-and in hardware in the form of a partial bitstream for the PR region in the base system. Listing 5 shows the common service interface of both DES and Triple-DES so that one can be easily exchanged with the other. public i n t e r f a c e E n c r y p t i o n S e r v i c e { void loadKey ( byte [ ] key ) ; i n t e n c r y p t ( B y t e B u f f e r data , i n t s i z e ) ; i n t d e c r y p t ( B y t e B u f f e r data , i n t s i z e ) ; }
Listing 5. Interface of the EncryptionService
The bitstreams for hardware-accelerated services for a given PRR have the identical size (≈145 kB in case of our prototype system) since the entire PRR is reconfigured in either case. In practice, tools for partial reconfiguration like Xilinx PlanAhead create compressed bitstreams so that there can be slight variations in the size depending on the complexity of a design. Table 2 shows a detailed resource consumption of the two hardware implementations when programmed into the FPGA. As reference points we have added two simple hardware-accelerated services we used during the development of the system, an adder service and a multiplication service, which both take two Java primitive type integers as input and return the result of the arithmetic operation as a Java integer. The Triple-DES implementation in fact contains three instances of DES and hence consumes about three times more chip real-estate than the DES implementation. Both hardware-accelerated services leave enough space so that potentially other services could run in parallel if the base system was designed to support this. Since the reconfigurable area is always entirely overwritten, the reconfiguration time is solely a function of the target service and not of the service previously located in the PRR. Hence, the time depends on the number of elements to be reconfigured. Table 3 shows the exact sizes of the example bitstreams and the reconfiguration times. The static full bitstream used to boot the system is given as a reference point in terms of bitstream size but it indeed cannot be used for reconfiguration. The reconfiguration time for our examples varies between 11.2 and 24.9 milliseconds. Values reported in the literature indicate that in general the reconfiguration time of the Virtex-II Pro is between 10 and 35 milliseconds. There is an additional overhead involved in switching the socket bridge, which adds on average about three milliseconds. In total, the time to juggle a service is hence between 15 and 30 milliseconds for our examples. This indicates that an on-demand reconfiguration is feasible given the latency requirements of applications typically found on mobile devices.
The time to create the initial hardware service is in range of 100 milliseconds for our DES and Triple-DES example and includes the time to create the service proxy and the time to load the JNI driver for the hardware. Loading either of the two encryption bundles, which are implemented as co-bundles and also register a software service, takes less than a second. The startup time of Juggle, which includes the startup time of the Java virtual machine, Concierge with the basic bundles, and the load time of the FPGA extender bundle, is on average 6 seconds in the prototype setup. 
Acceleration through Juggle
Dynamic juggling of software and hardware services has shown to be feasible for a large class of applications. What remains to be shown is that hardware services have in fact a significant potential for speeding-up Java programs. For this purpose, we have evaluated different ways of performing TripleDES encryption on our prototype board using different Java virtual machines. For the PowerPC architecture, there is no implementation of the original Sun Java HotSpot Virtual Machine. However, since the sources were released to the open source community, the IcedTea project [5] has implemented a portable version of the OpenJDK which is largely free of assembly code (IcedTea Zero) and has been successfully ported to the PowerPC and other architectures. The main caveat of the IcedTea Zero VM is that it is purely interpreting and does not feature just-in-time compilation. Hence, the performance of applications running on the IcedTea Zero VM is significantly lower than on a JIT-enabled virtual machine. For comparison, we have taken a version of the IcedTea VM enhanced with the Cacao [8] just-in-time compiler. Both versions are based on the same Java 6 version 1.8.2 build 18 of IcedTea. The Zero VM is version 14.0-b16, the Cacao JIT corresponds to the released version 0.99.4. The third virtual machine used is the IBM J9 VM for PowerPC. This virtual machine has JIT and is typically used in production servers of the PSeries but also runs on the PPC 405. The version used is J2RE 1.6.0 IBM J9 2.4 build pxp3260-20071123 01.
As a first reference point, we have measured the performance of different Java TripleDES implementations on the three virtual machines running on our evaluation prototype system. In general, cryptography for Java applications is supported through the Java Cryptography Extensions, an API for data encryption, authentication, and key management. All three virtual machines used in the experiments ship with a JCE provider. The providers of the two IcedTea flavors are identical while the IBM implementation is based upon a different code-base. For further comparison, we have used the open-source JCE provider BouncyCastle [16] in its latest version 1.38 for Java 6. This library can uniformly run on all three virtual machines.
The experimental setup for this and all following experiments is the encryption of a buffer filled with random bytes, using TripleDES with the same fixed key. The size of the buffer is varied in the experiments to get an impression of the overall performance characteristics of the corresponding implementations. The first conclusion to be drawn from the results is that the interpreting VM has a significantly lower performance than the other two VMs. This can be expected since cryptography is computation-intensive and can hence profit to a large extent from just-in-time compilation. The IBM VM performs better with its own JCE provider whereas on Cacao BouncyCastle performs better than the built-in OpenJDK provider. Overall, however, even this implementation is still almost a factor of three slower than the C implementation, which is surprising given its JIT but it is possibly constrained by the available systems resources.
The next experiment compares the performance of the two software implementations (IBM J9 JCE and C+libdes) with the performance of a hardwareaccelerated Juggle service running on the different VMs. The hardware-accelerated service consists of a Java interface, a JNI driver, and the corresponding Triple-DES logic in the FPGA.
The JNI driver exchanges data with Java through ByteBuffers and shuffles data to the FPGA TDES core by writing to software registers. Triple-DES is a block cypher. For the encryption of each block (of 8 bytes), the JNI driver writes the data into two 32 bit registers of the TDES core and then alters a status register to indicate that the data is ready and the requested operation is an encryption. When the core has encrypted the data, it sets the status register to a success value. The JNI driver busy-waits on the content of the status register and then reads back the encrypted result from two 32 bit registers. This design has been mainly chosen for simplicity, more sophisticated implementations might further improve the performance of the hardware. The TDES core runs with the bus clock speed, which is 100 MHz in the prototype system and therefore a factor of three lower than the CPU clock. Figure 7 shows the measured results and, as a baseline, the performance of a C implementation using the same FPGA TDES core for acceleration. Hardwareaccelerated encryption in Java can provide a performance equal to using the FPGA directly from C since the static overhead becomes irrelevant for realistic buffer sizes. When encrypting buffer of at least 64 bytes size, a Juggle hardware service accelerates the encryption by a factor of almost 20 compared to the best Java software service. Furthermore, when accelerating the performance-critical code through hardware implementations, the interpreting VM can reach almost the performance of a JIT-enabled VM. This is an interesting design option for highly resource-constrained systems that cannot afford the memory and storage footprint of a just-in-time compiling VM.
Power Consumption
Besides performance, power consumption is a major issue for mobile and batterypowered embedded devices. Therefore, we evaluated the power consumption of three different implementations of TDES by using a wattmeter introduced between the power supply of the prototype board and the power outlet. Hence, the values measured determine the consumption in the primary circuit and correspond to the de-facto consumption observed by an operator of the device. For benchmarking, we used the TDES encryption of a buffer of 1024 bytes in 30 runs of loops of 1000 encryptions and measured the power consumption for the OpenJDK IcedTea VM with the Cacao JIT and the JCE encryption provider, for the C implementation using the libdes library, and for the same OpenJDK IcedTea/Cacao VM but using the FPGA for the encryption. The two Java implementations have a peak consumption in the first six seconds, which is the time that the JVM takes to start. After this startup time, the software implementation has a relatively stable power consumption of 9.1 W whereas the FPGA-based implementation uses only 8.9 W. The C implementation has a constant consumption of 9.1 W. Integrating the power consumption over the runtime of the test run gives the total energy required for performing the encryption task. The pure Java implementation, which has a total runtime of 346 seconds (the figure does not show the entire runtime for Java/JCE), consumes 3151 Joule. With the C implementation, the device consumes a total of 199.6 Joule, only slightly more than 6% of the energy for Java/JCE, mainly due to the significantly lower runtime. When accelerated through Juggle, however, the encryption can be performed in Java using only 81.7 Joule, which is about 41% of the energy spent with the C implementation.
Related Work
Juggle is not the first attempt to interface between a high level language like Java and reconfigurable hardware. JBits [1] is a set of Java libraries that can read bitstreams either generated by the toolchains or from a currently running FPGA device. It provides an API to modify a configuration bitstream and use it to reprogram the device. Unfortunately, JBits provides little abstraction over a hardware description language. Hence, it is highly platform-dependent and requires the using application to explicitly deal with low-level details such as the routing.
Liquid Metal [2] features the Lime language which is based on Java but extended with a special and more restricted type system amenable to bit-level analysis. Lime can be compiled both into Verilog and successively into FPGA bitstreams as well as to Java byte-code. The target domain of Liquid Metal is similar to Juggle as both systems target devices with both a conventional CPU and an FPGA as an additional resource for dynamic acceleration. The major difference is the level on which the systems operate. Liquid Metal attempts to create a unified language for both the software and the hardware design. Juggle in turn focuses on the integration of the two worlds through composition of modules.
A different approach has been taken with JOP [14] , a Java optimized processor implemented on top of an FPGA. The motivation of JOP is to enable the use of high-level productivity languages like Java for programming FPGA chips. The authors point out that the programming languages usually used on top of systems on a chip like C and Assembler provide poor abstractions to the programmer. The result of this consideration is a JVM implemented as a processor on an FPGA. The original Java byte-code is translated by the processor into an address in the own microcode format of the FPGA-driven JVM.
Ullmann et al. [17] present a complete approach to a module based architecture for automotive control devices. Todays automobile classes contains up to 100 control devices which quickly obsolete and decreases the product life cycle from 5 to 2 years. The adaptivity of reconfigurable devices can increase the product life cycle while reducing the cost and risk for development and later maintenance.
A high-level approach for using the Xilinx FPGA reconfiguration is explained in the work of Williams et.al. [18] . They present a modular platform for RSoC called Egret designed around the idea that complex systems can and should be designed by composition. The specification of an assembled hardware module stack is given to a software tool that constructs the appropriate FPGA configuration, as well as software infrastructure such as device drivers.
Summary and Discussion
Juggle shows that a modular and loosely-coupled approach to integrating software and reprogrammable hardware facilitates a flexible and dynamic co-existence between software and hardware services. Applying the same management facilities to both worlds simplifies the development of such systems and at the same time gives the maintainer the opportunity to alter the setup even at runtime. OSGi is extensible enough to be used for this purpose and the extender pattern avoids large parts of the boilerplate code required for registering services. The latency of reprogramming reconfigurable areas is low enough to seamlessly switch between the software and hardware and accelerate the most critical tasks at any time. Due to the common interface that Juggle applies to both software and hardware services, the substitutability principle of modularity ensures that existing applications do not need to be modified for Juggle. Hence, their per-formance can gradually be improved through introducing hardware services. In practice, the degree of acceleration can be significant, as shown with TripleDES where we reached a speedup of 20 despite the unoptimized hardware design.
